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QUESTION 1

As the Global Administrator of a CA Performance Management instance that hosts three tenants, you are only able to
see two of the five available SNMP profiles. Why are you unable to view all five profiles? 

A. Because in this instance,two profiles are associated with the tenant you are currently administering 

B. Because Global Administrators typically need to refresh the screen before the full set of profiles appear 

C. Because the Global Administrator must change an entry in the SNMP_549.xml file to see all SNMP profiles 

D. Because the tenant administrators must change the permission of the SNMP profiles that they manage to enable the
Global Administrator to see them 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

When you configure tenant-aware device discovery for the Shared Collection Model, which steps do you perform?
(Choose three) 

A. Configure an IP domain for each tenant. 

B. Create an IP domain in the Default Space. 

C. Create service provider groups for each tenant. 

D. Create SNMP and discovery profiles for each tenant. 

E. Assign the relevant Data Collectors to the Default Tenant IP domain. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which step enables you to validate the installation of CA Performance Center? 

A. Check that the Vertica database can be stopped and restarted. 

B. Run ps-aef I grep java and examine the running java processes. 

C. Check that the Data Collectors are able to connect to the MySQL database. 

D. Successfully log in to the CA Performance Center console from a supported web browser. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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CA Performance Center can be uninstalled: 

A. by using the Uninstall_PerformanceCenter program. 

B. only if you first uninstall the Event Manager and then run sudo apt-get remove. 

C. by using the Installation Wizard only,which will also uninstall MySQL data and temporary directories by default. 

D. by first uninstalling the Data Aggregator and then following the prompts that will enable you to select the database
and UI-related components to remove. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which non-Data Aggregator data source is tenant aware? 

A. CAeHealth 

B. CA Spectrum 

C. CA Network Flow Analysis 

D. CA Application Performance Management (CA APM) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

To help ensure that CA Performance Center operations run smoothly, which guidelines should you follow? (Choose
three) 

A. Check log files daily or at least weekly. 

B. Purge log files manually every two weeks to avoid performance and space issues. 

C. Test the Vertica database for consistency at least once a week using DBVisualizer. 

D. Only change logging levels in the log4j.xml files for a service if advised to do so by CA Technologies support. 

E. If you have access to the CA Performance Center server,run the grep-i command with the appropriate keyword to
search multiple log files for error instances. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 7

In which circumstances is it particularly appropriate to use the multi-tenancy features of CA Performance Management?
(Choose two) 

A. To administer several customer environments from a single instance of CA Performance Center 
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B. To make it easier to configure CA Performance Center and its data sources for multiple languages 

C. To segregate device monitoring in large business units,departments,or regional offices from each other 

D. To have CA Performance Center reconcile the identity of a single managed item that is monitored by multiple data
sources into a single item in the inventory 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 8

In CA Performance Center, custom monitoring profiles: 

A. Applytothelocaltenantonly. 

B. Are applied to device collections. 

C. Require the creation of at least one event rule for each profile. 

D. Are automatically applied to the default collections,such as the All Routers collection. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

As the Global Administrator, you need to create a limited, non-administrative account for a particular data source. To
perform this task, which sequence should you follow? 

1.

 Register the data source. 

2.

 Begin the creation of the user account. 

3.

 Assign the appropriate product privilege to the data source. 

4.

 Assign a role based on CA Performance Management requirements. 

A. 1,2,3,4 

B. 1,3,2,4 

C. 2,3,1,4 

D. 4,2,3,1 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

Which benefits does CA Performance Management scalability provide to an organization? (Choose two) 

A. The Vertica database can scale to 32 terabytes and beyond. 

B. Using fewer physical servers means that the administrative burden is lessened. 

C. A three-node database cluster enables you to scale to a maximum of 500,000 managed devices. 

D. A shared Oracle installation means that you can co-locate the CA Performance Management database with other
databases. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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